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S ARVAVID: A Domain Specific Language for Developing Scalable
Computational Genomics Applications

Abstract
Breakthroughs in gene sequencing technologies have led to
an exponential increase in the amount of genomic data. Efficient tools to rapidly process such large quantities of data are
critical in the study of gene functions, diseases, evolution, and
population variation. These tools are designed in an ad-hoc
manner, and require extensive programmer effort to develop
and optimize them. Often, such tools are written with the
currently available data sizes in mind, and soon start to under
perform due to the exponential growth in data. Furthermore,
to obtain high-performance, these tools require parallel implementations, adding to the development complexity.
This paper makes an observation that most such tools contain a recurring set of software modules, or kernels. The
availability of efficient implementations of such kernels can
improve programmer productivity, and provide effective scalability with growing data. To achieve this goal, the paper presents a domain-specific language, called S ARVAVID,
which provides these kernels as language constructs. S AR VAVID comes with a compiler that performs domain-specific
optimizations, which are beyond the scope of libraries and
generic compilers. Furthermore, S ARVAVID inherently supports exploitation of parallelism across multiple nodes.
To demonstrate the efficacy of S ARVAVID, we implement
five well-known genomics applications—BLAST, MUMmer,
E-MEM, SPAdes, and SGA—using S ARVAVID. Our versions
of BLAST, MUMmer, and E-MEM show a speedup of 2.4X,
2.5X, and 2.1X respectively compared to hand-optimized implementations when run on a single node, while SPAdes
and SGA show the same performance as hand-written code.
Moreover, S ARVAVID applications scale to 1024 cores using
a Hadoop backend.

1. Introduction
Genomic analysis methods are commonly used in a variety
of important areas such as forensics, genetic testing, and
gene therapy. Genomic analysis enables DNA fingerprinting, donor matching for organ transplants, and in the treatment for multiple diseases such as cystic fibrosis, Tay-Sachs,
and sickle cell anemia. Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies have enabled the acquisition of enormous
volumes of data at a higher quality and throughput. At the
current rate, researchers estimate that 100 million to 2 billion

human genomes will be sequenced by 2025, a four to five order of magnitude growth in 10 years [39, 42]. The availability of massive datasets and the rapid evolution of sequencing
technologies necessitate the development of novel genomic
applications and tools.
Three broad classes of genomics applications are local sequence alignment, whole genome alignment (also known as
global alignment), and sequence assembly. Local sequence
alignment finds regions of similarity between genomic sequences. Whole genome alignment finds mappings between
entire genomes. Sequence assembly aligns and merges the
sequenced fragments of a genome to reconstruct the entire
original genome.
As the amount of genomic data rapidly increases, many
applications in these categories are facing severe challenges
in scaling up to handle these large datasets. For example,
the parallel version of the de facto local sequence alignment
application called BLAST suffers from an exponential increase in matching time with the increasing size of the query
sequence-the knee of the curve is reached at a query size of
only 2 Mega base pairs (Mbp) (Figure 3 in [26]). For calibration, the smallest human chromosome (chromosome 22)
is 49 Mbp long. Existing genomic applications are predominantly written in a monolithic manner and therefore are not
easily amenable to automatic optimizations such as reduction
of the memory footprint or creation of concurrent tasks out
of the overall application. When the working set of the application spills out of memory available at a compute node,
performance starts to degrade.
Further, different use cases often necessitate the application designer to make sophisticated design decisions. Consider a use case where a reference sequence, RS, is matched
against a stream of incoming sequences. The natural choice is
to index RS and search through it for other sequences. However, if the index overflows the memory capacity of the node
(as will happen for long sequences), the user may partition
RS into two or more sub-sequences, distribute their indices
to different nodes, and perform the matching in a distributed
manner. The distributed approach may fail to obtain high
performance if the data transfer cost dominates. Another
common example is the choice of data structures. Multiple
sophisticated data structures such as suffix trees, FM-index,
and Bloom filters have been developed for use with particular
applications, but the correct choice depends on the size and
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Figure 1: Overview of Genomic Applications in the categories of Local Alignment (BLAST), Whole genome Alignment (MUMmer and E-MEM), and Sequence Assembly (SPAdes and SGA). Common kernels are shaded using the same color.

characteristics of the input and the capabilities of the compute node. Such design decisions are often challenging for
a genomics researcher to grasp. Furthermore, the monolithic
design of these applications make it nearly impossible for a
genomics researcher to change the design decisions adopted
by the application.
One obvious solution to the challenge of large data sets
is to parallelize applications. Unfortunately, for a significant
number of important problems in the genomics domain, no
parallel tools exist. The available parallel tools cater to local
sequence and whole genome alignments [25, 28, 30, 31, 34]
where a set of input sequences is matched against a set of
reference sequences. Developing such tools is a cumbersome task because the developer must employ strategies for
load balancing, synchronization, and communication optimization. This productivity bottleneck has been identified by
several researchers in the past [8, 35]. This bottleneck, in
part, has resulted in exploitation of only the coarser grained
parallelism, wherein individual sequences are matched concurrently against the reference sequence, a typical case of
embarrassing parallelism. However, for long and complex sequences the individual work unit becomes too large and this
coarse-grained parallelization becomes insufficient.
Our key insight is that across a wide variety of computational genomics applications, there are several common
building blocks, which we call kernels. These building

blocks can be put together through a restricted set of programming language constructs (loops, etc.) to create sophisticated genomics applications. To that end, we propose S ARVAVID1 , a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for
computational genomics applications. Figure 1 shows that
BLAST [2], MUMmer [22], and E-MEM [21] applications
conceptually have a common kernel, similarity computation to determine similarity among genomic sequences, albeit with different constraints. Apart from these applications, other applications such as BLAT [19], BWT-SW [23],
slaMEM [14], essaMEM [41], sparseMEM [20], ALLPathsLG [15], Bowtie [24] and Arachne [4] also share composed
of the same small set of kernels.
S ARVAVID provides these kernels as language constructs,
with a high degree of parameterization. With such high-level
abstractions, genomics researchers are no longer restricted by
the design decisions made by application developers. An entire genomic application can be expressed in a few lines of
code using S ARVAVID. The genomics researchers do not have
to be algorithm/data structure experts. Using kernels to express applications is highly intuitive, allowing users to focus
on the scientific piece of the application rather than on software design and implementation concerns such as algorith1 S ARVAVID

is a Sanskrit word meaning “omniscient”. Here, S ARVAVID
knows the context of a large swath of genomics applications and can consequently execute them efficiently.
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2. Background

mic improvements and data structure tuning.
Typically, providing high level abstractions comes with a
penalty—a lack of efficient implementations. For example,
library-based approaches for writing genomics applications
such as SeqAn [11] provide the expressibility of high-level
abstractions, but do not allow optimizations across library
calls. Moreover, the use of library calls precludes generalpurpose compilers from performing many other common optimizations. Instead, S ARVAVID’s DSL approach enables
domain-specific, kernel-aware optimizations, eliminating the
abstraction penalty. Moreover, S ARVAVID’s high-level specification through kernels enables easy extraction of parallelism
from the application, allowing it to scale to a large number of
cores. Fundamentally, it is easier for our DSL compiler to
understand and implement a data-parallel form of execution
where a kernel can be executed concurrently on different partitions of the input data. Where such independent partitions
are unavailable, S ARVAVID allows users to provide a partition
function and a corresponding aggregate function. Thus, finer
grained parallelism can be exploited in S ARVAVID. Finally,
kernelization aids in the reuse of optimized software modules
across multiple applications.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of S ARVAVID by developing kernelized versions of five popular computational genomics applications—BLAST for local alignment, MUMmer and E-MEM for global alignment, and SPAdes [3] and
SGA [36] for assembly. The developed applications all run at
least as fast as existing hand-written baselines, and often significantly faster. S ARVAVID versions of BLAST, MUMmer,
and E-MEM achieve a speedup of 2.4X, 2.5X, and 2.1X over
vanilla BLAST, MUMmer, and E-MEM applications respectively.
Our specific contributions in this paper can be summarized
as follows:

Genomic sequences comprise of nucleotide and protein sequences. A nucleotide sequence is represented by a string of
bases drawn from the set {A, C, T, G} and a protein sequence
is represented by a string drawn from a set of 20 characters.
Genomic sequences are constantly evolving, leading to substitution of one base for another and insertion or deletion of a
substring of bases. The following section describes how these
sequences are processed in the key sub-domains in computational genomics—local sequence alignment, whole genome
alignment, and sequence assembly. Figure 2 provides a highlevel overview of these sub-domains.
2.1. Local Sequence Alignment

Local sequence alignment is a method of arranging genomic
sequences to identify similar regions between sequences. Local alignment searches for segments of all possible lengths
between the two sequences that can be transformed into each
other with a minimum number of substitutions, insertions
and deletions. As genomes evolve, parts of the genomic sequences mutate and similar regions will have a large number
of matches and relatively few mismatches and gaps. Regions
of similarity help predict structural, functional, and evolutionary characteristics of newly discovered genes.
Local sequence alignment applications search a query set
of input sequences against all sequences in a database to find
similar subsequences. One such searching technique, SmithWaterman (SW) algorithm [37], uses dynamic programming
to exhaustively search the database to get the optimal local
alignments. However, this technique is extremely slow even
for small sequences. Therefore, applications use indexing
to speed up the database search and heuristics to prune the
search space efficiently [6, 19, 23]. BLAST uses heuristics
and hash table based indexing. BLAST heuristics maintain a
good balance between accuracy (ability to find matching substrings) and speed, making it the most popular approach for
local alignment.
Parallelization methods for local alignment have mainly
explored two approaches. The first partitions the database
into multiple shards and then searches the query sequence simultaneously against the shards [9, 34]. The other approach
executes each query in a query-set in parallel against replicated copies of the database [27].

• We recognize and present a set of common software
building blocks, kernels, which recur in a wide variety
of genomics applications.
• We create a DSL customized for computational genomics applications that embeds these kernels as language constructs.
• We design a compiler that can perform domain-specific
optimizations and automatically generate parallel code,
executable on a Hadoop backend.

2.2. Whole genome alignment

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of S ARVAVID by compactly implementing five popular genomics applications,
achieving significant concurrent speedups.

Whole genome alignment refers to determining the optimal
end-to-end alignment between two entire sequences. It provides information about conserved regions or shared biological features between two species. Global alignment methods
start by identifying chunks of exact matches within the sequences and then extending the matches over the remaining
regions in the sequence to get the entire alignment. Indexing one sequence speeds up the search for finding the chunks
of exact matches. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [29] uses

Section 2 describes the different areas of genomic applications. Section 3 details the design of the language and kernels.
Section 4 discusses the implementation and various optimizations performed by the compiler. Section 5 details case studies of applications developed using S ARVAVID DSL. Section
6 surveys related work, while Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Table 1: Kernels in various genomic applications

dynamic programming to determine the optimal global alignment of two sequences. However, this technique is slow. So
applications use special data structures for efficient indexing
of the sequences [14, 20, 41]. MUMmer uses a suffix tree
and E-MEM employs hash table based indexing, memory optimizations, and multithreading to handle complex genomes.

3.1. Kernels

Table 1 shows genomic applications and kernels that can be
used to build them. We defer the description of how these
kernels can be used in developing various applications to Subsection 3.2, and describe the kernels first.
1. K-merization: Genomic applications generally start
by sampling subsequences of a string and then seeding further analyses with important subsequences. Kmerization is a process that generates k-length subsequences, called k-mers, of a given string. Consider a
string “ACGTCGA”. All 3-mers of this string are ACG,
CGT, GTC, TCG, and CGA. This sampling can also be
done at fixed intervals within the string. Thus, ACG
and CGA are 3-mers separated by an interval of 4. Kmerization kernel takes a string, length of the subsequences and the interval at which the subsequences are
extracted as inputs, and outputs a set of k-mers and the
offsets at which they occur in the sequence.

2.3. Sequence Assembly

DNA sequencing technologies are designed to obtain the precise order of nucleotides within a DNA molecule. However,
they can only read small fragments of the genome, called
reads. To mitigate the errors during the sequencing process,
the genome is replicated before sequencing. Sequence assembly is the task of putting together these fragments to reconstruct the entire genome sequence. The more challenging
variant of this (and one we focus on here) is where a reference
genome is not available to guide the assembly; this variant is
called de-novo assembly.
All assembly approaches assume that highly similar DNA
fragments emerge from the same position within a genome.
Similar reads are “stitched” together into larger sequences
called contigs, to uncover the final sequence. To enable this
process, assembly methods build a graph from the sequenced
reads. Paths in the graph are identified by traversing the graph
with different start and end nodes to generate contigs.

2. Index generation: Genomic applications regularly
search for patterns in strings; indexing the strings makes
this search efficient. The index data structure can be a
hash table, suffix tree, suffix array, Burrows-Wheeler, or
FM index, depending on factors such as lookup speed
and storage requirements. Index generation kernel takes
a string and the desired index data structure as inputs,
and outputs the resulting index.

3. SARVAVID Language Design
S ARVAVID DSL provides three main components to the user.
First, a set of kernels that provide efficient implementation of
commonly recurring software modules in genomics applications. Second, language features that enable easy combination of these kernels while keeping the syntax simple. Third,
a compiler that generates optimized code by using domainspecific grammar. In this section, we first provide a brief description of the kernels, and then a discussion of how they
are used to compose popular genomics applications. We then
present S ARVAVID grammar.

3. Index lookup: Genomic applications need fast lookup
strategies as they attempt to find patterns in strings. Index lookup finds a sequence or a subsequence in an index. It takes the sequence to be searched along with the
index structure as inputs, and outputs the index entry if
the sequence can be found in the index.
4. Similarity computation: Applications try to find sequences that match a protein or DNA sequence, either
exactly or by allowing mismatches or gaps. Recall that
4

two genomic sequences are considered to be similar if
one string can be transformed into the other using edit
operations: substitution, insertion, or deletion. Each edit
operation is associated with a penalty and a match is associated with a reward. The score of the alignment is the
sum of rewards minus the sum of penalties. Similarity
computation takes the sequences and the score matrix as
inputs, and returns the score of the alignment along with
the edit operations chosen.

set of S ARVAVID. Once they are added to this kernel set, they
can be used for application design.
3.2. Survey of popular applications and their expression in the form of kernels

Now we survey popular applications and express them using
kernels described above. Table 1 shows the kernels present in
the different applications.
BLAST BLAST is a local alignment tool. BLAST first
generates k-length substrings (k-mers) of the query sequence
and inserts the k-mers into a hash table. It then generates
k-mers of the database and looks them up in the hash table. The matching positions of k-mers in the query and
the database forms the hit-list. Hits in the hit-list are processed using ungapped extension. The hits are extended to
the left and to the right by allowing perfect matches and mismatches, with matches increasing and mismatches decreasing
the score. All alignments scoring higher than the ungapped
alignment threshold are passed for further processing. In the
next step, called gapped extension, these high-scoring alignments are extended by allowing matches, mismatches, and
gaps. Finally, selected high-scoring alignments are presented
as outputs. BLAST involves k-merization, index generation, index lookup, and similarity computation kernels.

5. Clustering: Clustering is used in applications to group
similar sequences into gene families or group small
matches together to find longer alignments. Clustering
uses a rule to group together a set of genomic objects in
such a way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than those in other groups. Clustering
takes genomic objects and the clustering function (rule)
as inputs, and returns the set of clusters.
6. Graph construction: Genomic assembly applications
stitch together similar sequenced reads of a genome to
obtain the original genome sequence. They use a graph
construction module to generate a graph using the sequenced reads. Graph nodes are either the entire reads
or subsequences of the reads. Overlapping nodes are
connected by an edge. For example, reads which form
suffix-prefix pairs are connected by an edge. Thus reads
“ACGT”, “CGTC” and reads “TCAC” , “CACT” are
connected by an edge. This kernel takes a set of sequences representing nodes, and a function to determine adjacency between nodes as inputs, and outputs
the graph in the form of an adjacency list.

MUMmer MUMmer is a whole genome alignment tool.
MUMmer first identifies anchors or short regions of high similarity between the genomes by building a suffix tree for the
reference sequence, then streams the query sequence over it.
The matches are clustered and scored to determine the regions that give maximal similarity. The matches in the clusters are extended to obtain the final global alignment. This
workflow can be represented using kernels, see Figure 1(b).
Thus, MUMmer can be expressed using index generation,
index lookup,clustering, and similarity computation kernels.

7. Graph traversal: Assembly applications attempt to find
Eulerian paths and Hamiltonian paths in the graph to
generate assembly. All paths between nodes in the graph
need to be identified by walking from one node to the
other using intermediate nodes; hence, a graph traversal
module is employed. Graph traversal takes a map representing graph adjacency list along with the entry and
exit nodes as inputs, and outputs paths between them.

E-MEM E-MEM is a more recent algorithm for whole
genome alignment and follows a different strategy than
MUMmer. E-MEM [21] identifies Maximal Exact Matches
(MEM) between two sequences or whole genomes. E-MEM
builds a compressed text index of the reference sequence and
then searches for subsequences of the query in this index.
Identified “hits” are extended to generate the MEMs, i.e., sequences that cannot be extended either way in the query or
the reference. This workflow can be represented using kernels, shown in Figure 1(c). Thus E-MEM is expressed using
k-merization, index generation, index lookup, and similarity computation kernels.

8. Error correction: DNA sequencing technologies read
small fragments of the genome. However, they make errors while reading them. Error correction techniques are
required in assembly applications to correct them. This
kernel determines error-prone reads from a read list and
removes them. It takes a set of reads and a function used
to recognize error prone reads as inputs, and returns the
corrected read list.

SPAdes SPAdes first corrects errors in sequence reads and
then builds a graph from the k-mers obtained from the reads.
This graph is used to find an Eulerian path for the graph to
derive the assembly. SPades is expressed using error correction, k-merization,graph construction, and graph traversal kernels shown in Fig 1(d).

Extension of kernels : This set of kernels can be easily
extended. The grammar of S ARVAVID presented in Subsection 3.3 describes how the DSL developer can design kernels
found in other applications that are not currently in the kernel
5

int main(){
Q_set = k_merize(Q, k, 1);
lookup_table = index_generation(Q_set);
DB_set = k_merize(D,k,1);
for(d_set in DB_set)
list = index_lookup(lookup_table,d_set);
for(hit in list){
al1 = similarity_computation(hit,Q,D,UNGAPPED);
if(filter(al1, threshold1))
ungapped_list = insert(al1);
}
for(al in ungapped_list){
al2 = similarity_computation(al,Q,D,GAPPED);
if(filter(al2,threshold2))
gapped_list = insert(al2);
}
status = print(gapped_list);
}

1. τ ∈ T ::= c | [τ1 , τ2 , ...] | string Σ | int | bool
2. c ∈ C ::= map < τ1 , τ2 > | sequence < τ >
| set < τ > | multiset < τ >
3. x ∈ Variable ::= x1 | x2 | . . .
4. f ∈ Functions ::= f1 | f2 | . . .
5. v ∈ Values ::= Z ∪ Σ∗
6. p ∈ Program ::= fd∗ s
7. fd ∈ FuncDefs ::= f = fv (τ1 : x1 , τ2 : x2 , . . . ) : τr
8. e ∈ Exprs ::= v | x | f (x1 , x2 , . . . ) | x[e]
9. s ∈ Stmts ::= s; s | for(x1 ∈ c : x2 ){s}
| for key(x1 ∈ map < τ1 , τ2 >: x2 ){s}
| for value(x1 ∈ map < τ1 , τ2 >: x2 ){s}

Figure 4: BLAST application described in S ARVAVID

| x = f (x1 , x2 , . . . ) | x = k
10. k ∈ Kernels ::= kmerize(. . . ) | index generation(. . . ) | . . .

int main( )
{
suffix_tree = index_generation(R);
full_list = index_lookup(suffix_tree,Q);
sel_list = filter(full_list,mem_length);
cluster_list = clustering(sel_list,DIST);
for (cluster in cluster list){
for (element in cluster){
m = extract_offsets(element);
al = similarity_computation(m,Q,R,DYN);
match_list = insert(al);
}
}
status = print(match_list);
}

Figure 3: (Simplified) S ARVAVID grammar

SGA Assembler SGA Assembler performs assembly by
first preprocessing the read data set and removing low-quality
reads. It then creates an FM index from the reads and the corrected reads are used to build a string graph. Assembly is obtained by traversing the string graph. SGA has kernels shown
in Fig 1(d) namely, preprocessing, error correction, index
generation, graph construction, and graph traversal.

Figure 5: MUMmer application described in S ARVAVID

3.3. Grammar

Figure 3 provides a reduced grammar for S ARVAVID. Production 1 describes types (T) allowed, while Production 2
describes different collections (C) in S ARVAVID. Primitive
types such as integers, strings or bools are allowed. Strings
are parameterized by the alphabet Σ of the string—for example, nucleotide strings are parameterized by the alphabet
{A, C, T, G}. S ARVAVID also allows tuples of multiple types
and collections: maps, sets, multisets, and sequences (i.e., ordered multisets). Productions 4 and 7 describe functions in
S ARVAVID. These are user-defined functions that take multiple variables and produce a single variable. S ARVAVID also
uses this facility to do basic collection manipulation such as
retrieving a key’s entry from a map, or accessing a particular
value of a tuple as shown in Production 8. Production 6 states
that the main program is a collection of statements, while Production 9 provides their derivations. Production 10 describes
the key feature of S ARVAVID. It provides pre-defined kernels.
Notably, named functions can be passed to kernels, providing
higher-order features (e.g., passing a filtering function to a
kernel). Table 2 describes the interface for the kernels described in Section 3.1.
Programs are translated by the S ARVAVID compiler into
C++ code. The translated code uses particular instantiations
of the kernels. We show example codes for BLAST, MUMmer, and E-MEM applications in S ARVAVID in Figures 4, 5,
and 6. The kernels have been highlighted and a reader may
see the similarity with C or C++ syntax, which is by design,
as we find that genomics scientists are most comfortable with

these languages.

4. Compilation Framework
S ARVAVID performs optimizations by building a dependence
graph that traces the flow of data structures from one kernel call to the next, enabling both the determination of which
data structures are used by which kernels as well as exposing
opportunities for parallelism. The compiler then translates
the flow using context-dependent rewrite rules for the kernels
and then hands the translation over to the domain-specific optimizer. Once the optimizations are complete, the compiler
translates the S ARVAVID code into C++, which can be further
optimized during compilation by the target language compiler. Figure 7 illustrates the overall structure of the compiler

int main( )
{
interval = mem_length – k + 1;
db_set = k_merize(D, k, interval);
lt_table = index_generation(db_set);
q_set = k_merize(Q,k,1);
list = index_lookup(lt_table,q_set);
for(h in list){
m = similarity_computation(h,D,Q,EXACT);
if(filter(m,mem_length))
match_list = insert (m);
}
status = print(match_list);
}

Figure 6: E-MEM application described in S ARVAVID
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Kernel
K-merization
Index generation
Index lookup
Similarity computation

Clustering
Graph construction
Graph traversal
Error correction

Interface
kmerize(string, int, int): seth[int,int]i
index generation(sethτ i): maphτ1 , τ2 i
index lookup(maphτ1 ,τ2 i , τ3 ): τ4
similarity computation([int,int,int,
int,int], sethstringi,string,int):
[int,int,int,int,int]
clustering(sethτ i, e):τ
graph construction(sethτ i):maphτ1 ,τ2 i
graph traversal(maphτ1 ,τ2 i): τ
error correction(sethτ i, e):τ

Scenarios in which kernel can be used
Different k-mer lengths and interval
Create a suffix tree, FM-Index, Hash Table
Lookup in a suffix tree, FM-Index, Hash Table

Perform exact, ungapped, gapped alignment
Perform connectivity based, density based clustering
Specify different adjacency relationships
Specify DFS,BFS traversal
Use different functions like BayesHammer,IonHammer

Table 2: Kernels in S ARVAVID and their associated interfaces. The input arguments are shown before the “ : ” and the output
arguments after it. The scenarios show different possible behaviors of the kernels
StA=k_merize(seqA,k,1);
A= index_generation(StA);
for(kmr in seqB)
index_lookup(A,kmr);
StC=k_merize(seqC,k,1);
C= index_generation(StC);
for(kmr in seqB)
index_lookup(C,kmr);

Before optimization

StA=k_merize(seqA,k,1);
A= index_generation(StA);
StC=k_merize(seqC,k,1);
C= index_generation(StC);
for(kmr in seqB)
{
index_lookup(A,kmr);
index_lookup(C,kmr);
}

After optimization

Figure 8: seqB is looked up in indices of reference sequences seqA and seqC. S ARVAVID understands the kernels
index generation and lookup, and knows that the loops over
seqB can be fused

Figure 7: S ARVAVID Compilation flow in S ARVAVID

framework.
Generic compilers lack domain-specific optimizations as
they do not understand the underlying semantics. An expert
can perform optimizations manually and beat the best optimizing compilers, mainly because of their domain knowledge. In S ARVAVID, high performance is obtained by leveraging domain-specific semantics. Lack of such knowledge
limits generic compilers from performing many traditional
optimizations, such as loop fusion and loop invariant code
motion. Such optimizations are enabled by the S ARVAVID
compiler. Next we explain some such optimizations enabled
by S ARVAVID.

StA=k_merize(seqA,k,1);
A=index_generation(StA);
for(kmrb in seqB)
index_lookup(A,kmrb);
StT=k_merize(seqA,k,1);
T=index_generation(StT);
for(kmrc in seqC)
index_lookup(T,kmrc);

Before optimization

4.1. Loop Fusion

StA= k_merize(seqA,k,1);
A= index_generation(StA);
for(kmr in seqB)
index_lookup(A,kmr);
for(kmr in seqC)
index_lookup(A,kmr);

After optimization

Figure 9: seqA is compared with seqB and seqC. S ARVAVID
understands the kernels and reuses index A in the lookup
calls for seqC, deleting the second expensive call to regenerate the index for seqA

Loop fusion combines two loops into a single loop. Fusion generally improves performance if the data accessed in
both the loops is the same. It does so by increasing locality of reference, resulting in reduced cache misses. Accessing long genomic sequences multiple times at distant time
instances leads to significant cache misses in applications.
S ARVAVID compiler fuses scans over long sequences, and
schedules computation when the data is still in cache. In the
example shown in Figure 8, seqB is scanned twice for lookup
in the indices of seqA and seqB. S ARVAVID fuses scanning
loops over seqB to reduce cache misses.

placed by storing the result of the expression once and reusing
it. In genomic applications, sequences are indexed for fast
search. However, these indexes are recomputed for lookup
against different sequences from various function calls. S AR VAVID compiler computes repeating expressions only once,
and reuses their result. In the example shown in Figure 9,
seqA is k merized twice. After performing CSE on it, the
compiler recognizes that the two index generation calls produce the same result, and therefore eliminates one of them as
well.

4.2. Common Sub-expression Elimination (CSE)

Common sub-expression elimination searches for instances
of identical expressions and examines if they can be re7

trary input datasets can be split and how results of the individual splits can be combined to give the final output of
the application. Kernels are executed concurrently over the
splits. Consider a simple for loop aligning several query
sequences in a set against a single reference sequence R,
as shown in Figure 11. In addition to parallelizing the for
loop, S ARVAVID can also partition the R sequence itself,
and perform similarity computations for each subsequence
separately. This exposes finer grained parallelism for long
sequences. To account for the fact that alignments could
cross partition boundaries, the partitions of R overlap one another. The resulting alignments can then be combined using
a custom aggregation function that eliminates duplicates and
splices together overlapping alignments. We use the strategy
proposed by Mahadik et al. [26] to implement the partition
and aggregate functions. Fig 11 provides the pseudo code
for partition and aggregate functions. S ARVAVID invokes the
partition functions and runs them on the Hadoop distributed
infrastructure as Map tasks. S ARVAVID then invokes the aggregation function on the results of all the partitions as Reduce tasks.

for(i in num_seq)
for(j in num_seq &&
j>i)
Align(s[i],s[j]);

for(i in num_seq){
I=index_generation(s[i]);
for(j in num_seq && j>i)
{
lst=
void Align(Seq s,Seq r)
index_lookup(I,s[j]);
{
for(h in lst)
I=index_generation(s);
similarity_
lst=index_lookup(I,r);
computation(h,
for(h in lst)
s[i],s[j]);
similarity_
}
computation(h,s,r);
}

Before optimization

After compilation

Figure 10: Sequences in the sequence set are compared
against each other. S ARVAVID compiler first inlines the kernel code, and then hoists the loop invariant index generation
call prior to the loop body, thus saving on expensive calls to
the index generation kernel
for(Q in query_set)
{
Sq=k_merize(Q,k,1);
I=index_generation(Sq);
for(kmr in R)
{
L=index_lookup(I,kmr);
for(h in L)
h=similarity_
computation(h,Q,
R,UNGAPPED);
}
}

Partition(String Q, Int F , Int
O)
{
Partition Q into fragments of
length F with required
overlap O;
}
Aggregate(Alignment A[])
{
Aggregate overlapping
alignments for query
fragments matching the same
reference sequence;
}

4.5. S ARVAVID Runtime

S ARVAVID framework’s runtime component orchestrates the
execution of input datasets for an application. S ARVAVID
compiler translates the application expressed in the form of
kernels, and applies relevant optimizations. The optimized
C++ code is handed over to gcc to create an executable. S AR VAVID then prepares the input datasets, with the supplied partition function, if any, and keeps them on a shared storage.
S ARVAVID framework also compiles the supplied aggregate
function to an executable and all executables are placed on
the same shared storage. S ARVAVID’s parallelization strategy
of running S ARVAVID executables concurrently on multiple
partitions of the input data fits very well with Hadoop’s Map
Reduce paradigm [10]. Hence, we use Hadoop streaming to
create and run Map/Reduce jobs with the created executables. A preprocessing script, which is part of the S ARVAVIDframework, generates a listing to run a specific executable
with the correct inputs and arguments. Consider a reference
R and query Q as inputs for a local/global alignment application, and two partitions each of the query and reference are
requested by the partition function. The sequences are partitioned to create R1 and R2, and Q1 and Q2. They are placed
on the Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS), accessible to
all nodes in the cluster. The preprocessing script creates a listing to execute the specific local/global alignment S ARVAVIDapplication executable on every partition of the reference and
query (i.e., R1 with Q1, R1 with Q2, R2 with Q1, and R2 with
Q2). S ARVAVID submits a MapReduce job with this listing as
the input. Each item in the listing creates a separate map task.
Thus, 4 map tasks are spawned for the job, and they run the
specified executable with the requested reference and query
arguments. The map tasks run in parallel on available cores

Figure 11: Individual query sequences can be aligned in parallel by partitioning the query set. The reference sequence
can be partitioned and processed using the partition and aggregate functions.

4.3. Loop invariant code motion (LICM)

LICM searches for statements in a loop that are invariant in
the loop, and hence can be hoisted outside the loop body, resulting in computation reduction. Genomics applications often compare a set of sequences against each other. Since the
applications only allow two inputs, the user is forced to call
them repeatedly in a loop. The S ARVAVID compiler can identify loop invariant kernels in the application and hoist them
outside the loop. In Figure 10 S ARVAVID moves the loop
invariant index generation kernel outside the loop.
4.4. Partition-Aggregate Functions

If iterations over elements in a collection are independent,
S ARVAVID can partition the collection into its individual elements automatically. For example, if there is a set of queries
where each query needs to be aligned against a reference sequence, then each query can be processed independently and
in parallel. In addition to this embarrasing parallelism, S AR VAVID can explore more subtle opportunities for data parallelism. Partition-Aggregate function pairs define how arbi8

Speedup

in the cluster, and their outputs are fed to the reduce tasks.
The reduce task runs the aggregation script on its input to
create the final output. This output is fetched from the HDFS
and presented to the user.

5. Evaluation
In this section we demonstrate the performance and productivity benefits of using S ARVAVID to develop sequence analysis applications. We select applications used extensively by
the genomics community in the categories of local alignment,
global alignment and sequence assembly, namely, BLAST,
MUMmer, E-MEM, SPAdes, and SGA. For terminology, we
use the term baseline-“X” or simply “X” to denote the vanilla
application and “X” written in S ARVAVID with S ARVAVID“X”.

BLAST MUMmer E-MEM SPAdes
Application
Application in Sarvavid

SPAdes
SGA

Input
Reference : Fruit fly (127 MB),Mouse (2.9 GB)
Query : Human genome fragments (1-25 MB)
Mouse (2.9 GB) , Chimpanzee (3.3 GB), Human(3.1GB)
Fruit fly species species(127-234 MB)
T durum (3.3 GB), T aestivum (4.6 GB)
T monococcum (1.3 GB), T strongfield (3.3GB)
Fruit fly species species(127-234 MB)
E-coli paired reads (2.2 GB), C elegans reads (4.9 GB),
E-coli reads (2.2 GB), C elegans reads (4.9 GB)

2.5
2

Speedup

E-MEM

Vanilla Application

SPAdes are not amenable to these optimizations, and hence
achieve performance equal to the baseline.
To understand how each individual optimization contributes to the achieved speedup, we compare the speedup
achieved by a program version where only that optimization
was enabled over a program version where all optimizations
were disabled. Figure 13 shows the results, all for a single
node (which has 16 cores). CSE achieves an average speedup
of 1.22X. Loop fusion achieves an average speedup of 1.11X.
Loop hoisting achieves an average speedup of 1.35X. Finegrain parallelism exploitation using partition-aggregate functions obtains an average speedup of 2.1X, even on a single node. Figure 13 does not include applications SGA and
SPAdes since our compiler’s optimizations do not apply to
them.

We performed our experiments on an Intel Xeon Infiniband
cluster. Each node had two 8-core 2.6 GHz Intel EM64T
Xeon E5 processors and 64 GB of main memory. The nodes
were connected with QDR (40 Gbit) Infiniband. We used
up to 64 identical nodes, translating to 1024 cores. We used
the latest open source versions of all applications - BLAST
(2.2.26), MUMmer (3.23), E-MEM (dated 2014), SPAdes
(3.5.0), and SGA (0.10.14). Each node in the Hadoop cluster was configured to run a maximum of 16 Map tasks and
16 Reduce tasks to match the number of cores on the nodes.
We tabulate the different inputs used in our experiments in
Table 3. The input datasets are based on relevant biological
problems [5, 17].

MUMmer

SGA

Figure 12: Performance comparison of applications implemented in S ARVAVID over original (vanilla) applications.
These are all runs on a single node with 16 cores. All except MUMmer are multi-threaded in their original implementations.

5.1. Experimental Setup and Data Sets

Application
BLAST

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

1.5
1

0.5
0
BLAST
CSE
Loop hoisting

Table 3: Applications used in our evaluation and their input
datasets.

MUMmer
Application

E-MEM

Loop Fusion
Partition-Aggregate

Figure 13: Speedup obtained by CSE, Loop Fusion, LICM,
and parallelization (Partition-Aggregate) over a baseline run,
i.e., with all optimizations turned off, on a single node

5.2. Performance Tests

In this section we compare the performance of all applications
provided with inputs in Table 3. Applications BLAST, EMEM, SPAdes and SGA are multi-threaded and can therefore
utilize multiple cores on a single node, while MUMmer runs
on a single core. Hence, we first compare performance on a
single node. Figure 12 shows that S ARVAVID versions of applications perform at least as good as the baseline vanilla applications. For applications BLAST, MUMmer, and E-MEM,
S ARVAVID performs better than the baseline applications by
2.4X, 2.5X, and, 2.1X respectively. These benefits are a result
of various optimizations performed in S ARVAVID. SGA and

5.3. Scalability

Currently available versions of MUMmer and E-MEM are
single node applications. With S ARVAVID, these applications
can be automatically scaled to multiple nodes. We increased
the number of cores in the system for S ARVAVID-MUMmer
and S ARVAVID-E-MEM applications from 64 (4 nodes) to
1024 (64 nodes) and measured the speedup achieved using as
baseline S ARVAVID-MUMmer and S ARVAVID-E-MEM running on 64 cores. Fig 14 shows the scalability rest. We
attribute the lower scalability of MUMmer compared to E9

Execution Time(sec)

Speedup

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
64

128

256
512
Number of cores

Sarvavid-MUMmer

1024

Sarvavid-E-MEM

256
512
Number of cores
Sarvavid-BLAST
mpiBLAST

Speedup

Human chr
Human chr
Human chr
21,Mouse chr 16 16,Chimp chr 16 1,Mouse chr 1
(46.9,98.3)
(98.3,88.8)
(247.2,197.2)
Datasets, (sizes in Mbps)
Seqan-MUMmer

Sarvavid-MUMmer

Figure 16: Comparison of execution times for MUMmer implemented in S ARVAVID and MUMmer implemented using a
popular genomics sequence comparison library called SeqAn. The results are all on a single node with 16 cores
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Figure 14: Speedup achieved by S ARVAVID-MUMmer and
S ARVAVID-E-MEM calculated over 64 core runs of S ARVAVIDMUMmer and S ARVAVID-E-MEM respectively
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Seqan-MUMmer terminated with error for the last input
dataset. MUMmer written in S ARVAVID partitions the query
and reference sequence and executes in parallel on all 16
cores of the node. It also exploits optimizations provided by
S ARVAVID compiler to achieve speedup. SeqAn-MUMmer
is slower for all input sizes than even the vanilla MUMmer,
since it builds a suffix tree for both sequences while MUMmer builds a suffix tree just for the reference sequence, and
streams the query sequence. S ARVAVID-MUMmer’s kernel
implementation is similar to vanilla MUMmer. The lines of
code required to implement MUMmer in SARVAVID is 36
and in SeqAn it is 40. Thus, SARVAVID- MUMmer code is
as concise as the most popular library implementation.

1024

Figure 15: Speedup achieved by S ARVAVID-BLAST calculated over 64 core run of mpiBLAST

MEM to its clustering and post-processing workload, which
are both sequential.
For the scalability comparison of BLAST, we use an existing, highly popular parallel version for BLAST, called mpiBLAST [9]. mpiBLAST shards the database into multiple
non-overlapping segments, and searches each segment independently and in parallel against the query. Figure 15 shows
that on 1024 cores, S ARVAVID-BLAST achieved a speedup of
19.8X over mpiBLAST. mpiBLAST exploits only the coarser
grain parallelism, unlike S ARVAVID, where both the coarse
and fine grained parallelisms are exploited. The scalability
is attributed to the partition and the aggregate functions that
make the corresponding parts of S ARVAVID applications run
as Map-Reduce tasks on a standard Hadoop backend.

5.5. Ease of developing new applications

As we have seen so far, most genomics applications are built
with the same set of kernels. However, currently, to develop a
new application, the developer must write it from scratch. We
now show the ease of developing new applications achieved
using S ARVAVID. Once such kernels are available, the application developer’s task boils down to using the kernels in
the right order and with the right language constructs. Table 4 shows the lines of code (LOC) required to implement
the application in a general purpose language (C, C++) (for
this we used the existing standard implementations) and in
S ARVAVID. Only the executed lines of code from these application packages were counted; the supporting libraries were
skipped. For S ARVAVID, we also count the LOC for the userprovided partition-aggregate tasks. We see that S ARVAVID
allows the application to be expressed in significantly fewer
lines, thus hinting that there are productivity benefits from
using it.

5.4. Comparison with library-based approach (SeqAn)

Now we compare performance of applications written in
S ARVAVID against the well-established computational genomics library, SeqAn [11]. We chose to compare performance of MUMmer written in Seqan and S ARVAVID since
standard version of MUMmer in Seqan is available [1]. Figure 16 shows the execution time comparison of SeqAnMUMmer, S ARVAVID-MUMmer, and MUMmer over a range
of inputs.
We used chromosomes from Human, Mouse and Chimp
genomes as query and reference sequences. We varied reference size from 46.9 Mbp to 247.2 Mbp and query size from
88.8 Mbp to 197.2 Mbp. S ARVAVID- MUMmer is faster than
MUMmer written in SeqAn and MUMmer for all input sizes.

5.6. Case study - Extending existing applications

Alignment applications generally take two inputs, a query sequence and a reference sequence. However, there is often a
need to compare multiple genomic sequences, for example,
to determine evolutionary distances between species. In such
cases, alignment applications are simply executed in a pairwise all-against-all fashion to determine the degree of simi10

Application
(Source
Language)

Original
LOC

Kernel
S ARVAVID
LOC

Total
S ARVAVID
LOC

47
36
40

Partition
Aggregate
Functions
LOC
315
218
218

BLAST(C)
MUMmer(C++)
E-MEM
(C++ & OpenMP)
SPAdes
(C++,Python)
SGA
(C++,Python)

6815
5746
550
5985

70

-

70

10475

92

-

92

362
254
258

Table 4: Applications and their Lines-of-Code when implemented in S ARVAVID and their original source. A lower LOC
for applications written in S ARVAVID indicate ease of development compared to developing the application in C or C++

larity between the species. To determine distances between
different fruit fly species such as D melanogaster (171 MB),
D ananassae (234 MB), D simulans (127 MB), D mojavensis (197 MB), and D pseudoobscura (155 MB), one would
need to run MUMmer once for every pair of species i.e.
C(5, 2) = 10 times. In S ARVAVID, we can simply take the
original S ARVAVID-MUMmer implementation and wrap it in
a doubly-nested loop to perform the pairwise comparisons.
S ARVAVID’s compiler optimizations such as loop hoisting
and CSE can then optimize the program, delivering an implementation akin to a hand-optimized version. The S ARVAVID
version using a doubly-nested loop runs 2.4X faster than pairwise MUMmer. This study demonstrates the power of S AR VAVID : applications can be easily developed, extended, and
optimized.

use to skilled developers, and limit their effectiveness in the
hands of domain scientists; providing efficient applications
often requires carefully composing these libraries and correctly making myriad design decisions. S ARVAVID provides
higher-level abstractions, making it easier to write genomics
applications.
The Sleipnir [18] library provides implementations to perform machine learning and data mining tasks such as microarray processing and functional ontology while GenomeTools [16] provides efficient implementations for structured
genome annotations. These libraries provide no efficient
datatypes / objects for genomic applications, so are not directly relevant to the domain S ARVAVID targets.
Libraries such Sleipnir, Bio++ [13], and PAL [12] provide
support for parallelization using multithreading on a single
node. However, they do not offer support to scale beyond
that. With the increasing biological data, it is imperative
to speedup the development of distributed genomics applications. S ARVAVID’s distributed runtime allows programs to
scale across multiple nodes and to larger inputs.

7. Conclusion
Next generation sequencing is generating huge, heterogeneous, and complex datasets. To process this enormous
amount of data, we need to develop efficient genomics applications rapidly. In addition, applications need to be parallelized efficiently. S ARVAVID allow users to naturally express their application using the kernels of our DSL. This
expedites the development of new genomics applications to
handle new instrumentation technologies and higher data volumes, along with the evolution of existing ones. In addition,
the S ARVAVID compiler performs domain-specific optimizations, beyond the scope of libraries and generic compilers,
and generates efficient implementations that can scale to multiple nodes. In this paper, we have presented S ARVAVID and
showed implementations of five popular genomics applications, BLAST, MUMmer, E-MEM, SPAdes and SGA in it.
We have identified and abstracted multiple building blocks,
kernels that are common between multiple genomic algorithms. S ARVAVID versions are not only able to match the
performance of handwritten implementations, but are often
much faster, with a speedup of 2.4X, 2.5X, and 2.1X over
vanilla BLAST, MUMmer, and E-MEM applications respectively. Further, S ARVAVID versions of BLAST, MUMmer,
and E-MEM scale to 1024 cores with speedups of 11.1X,
8.3X and 11X respectively compared to 64 core runs of
S ARVAVID-BLAST, S ARVAVID-MUMmer and S ARVAVIDE-MEM.

6. Related Work
To address the urgent need for developing new computational genomics applications and tools, many libraries have
been proposed [7, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 32, 33, 38, 40]. These
libraries provide ready-to-use implementations for common
tasks in the domain. However, since these library-based approaches rely on general-purpose compilers, they cannot exploit optimizations across library calls. To our knowledge,
there has been no work on developing DSLs for computational genomics applications. Below we review some of these
libraries.
SeqAn [11] is an open-source C++ library of algorithms
and data structures for sequence analysis. Similar to our approach, SeqAn identifies algorithmic components used commonly across genomic tools and packages them in a library.
Libcov [7] library is a collection of C++ classes that provides
high level functions for computational genomics. Libcov uses
STL containers for ease of integration. Unlike S ARVAVID,
SeqAn and Libcov provide no opportunities for compiler optimizations or automatic parallelization.
The NCBI C++ toolkit [40] provides low-level libraries
to implement sequence alignment applications using multithreading. The low-level nature of these libraries restrict their
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